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David is a culinary, hospitality and travel writer who focuses on both 
domestic and international travel destinations for several different 
markets. His love for discovering cities and travel spots is evident as 
he is away from his favorite place and home base of New York City 
the majority of the time.

The modernization of classic hotel properties 
can come with a hefty price tag because at 
times, the integrity of the architecture or décor 
can be compromised when structural updates 
take place, but today, luxury travelers are not only 
wanting, but expecting even the most historic 
hotels to be fully equipped with every modern 
convenience one could ever need. And who can 
blame them? 

With so many choices for travelers, even the most 
classics need a facelift every once in a while. 
La Valencia Hotel, affectionately referred to as 
the “Pink Lady” or “La V” by many who have 
stayed there, is located in the heart of La Jolla, 
overlooking Ellen Browning Scripps Park with 
stunning views of the Pacific Ocean in California. 
The 114 newly renovated guest rooms and villas, 
as well as the entire property, just underwent a 

The Pink Lady Gets a Facelift

California



The Pink Lady
major enhancement with the hotel’s recent $10 
million “reimagining” project. 

The most impressive change to the iconic Pink 
Lady was the introduction of a new luxury room 
category known as the Icon Collection. The new 
category consists of three unique “wings” of the 
hotel, which were completely transformed to 
bring an unparalleled level of luxury to the hotel. 

The Sky Suite, located in the Tower Wing underwent 
the biggest transformation, as it’s located in the 
former footprint of the Sky Room Restaurant, circa 
1957 and the Sun Deck, circa 1928. 

The one-bedroom suite is designed in a modern 
version of sleek 1940’s Hollywood style. The 
180-degree ocean views of the Pacific and La 
Jolla Cove from retractable window walls allow 
the breezes to casually flow in and envelop the 
senses. The 1,000 square feet of space is filled 

with a hardwood floor entry that opens to a living 
room, dining area and wet bar. The bedroom 
has a Juliet balcony perfect for that first fresh 
breath of ocean air in the morning. The bathroom 
includes an oversized shower with multiple rain 
and showerheads, granite countertops and dual 
sinks. 

The Sky Suite also can connect to an Ocean View 
Junior Suite with matching décor and views from 
its own retractable window walls, to create nearly 
2,000 square feet of total living space. 

Guests looking for the ultimate in “top of the world” 
luxury can also secure the entire 10th floor which 
includes six different rooms: the Sky Suite and its 
connection Classic Junior Suite, two Vintage 
Rooms, one Classic room and another Classic 
Junior Suite, all with stunning ocean views. The 
entire floor provides rooms for a family or group of 
12 to 16. 
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The La Valencia Villa, in the Villa Wing, was inspired 
by coastal décor and is suspended just about the 
beach level, overlooking the horizon of the Pacific 
Ocean. The villa features 1,200 square feet of living 
space, which includes a spacious living room with 
fireplace, vaulted ceilings, and a butler’s kitchen 
just off the dining area. 

The master bedroom adjoins to the wraparound 
terrace, and comes with a lavish marble bathroom 
with Jacuzzi tub, separate shower and dual 
sinks. The villa is also decorated with La V’s finest 
collection of original oil paintings, to compliment 
the comfortable coastal décor. 

The Pacific Suite located in the Cabrillo Wing is 
an apartment-like 1,000 square foot suite with 
dramatic vistas of the ocean and coastline. With 
a more residential feel and secluded location, 
the suite’s entry opens to a spacious living room 
with wet bar, and the bedroom leads to a large 

marble bathroom with spa shower, Jacuzzi tub 
and dual sinks. The suite includes a full master bath 
and separate powder room, making it ideal for 
entertaining. 

In addition to the guest rooms and villas, La 
Valencia focused on their culinary options which 
include THE MED, a signature ocean facing 
restaurant and terrace, with a New American 
Cuisine, with the adjoining La Sala Lounge, and 
the street facing bistro, Café La Rue. La V is 
located in the center of the Village of La Jolla 
and is conveniently located just steps away from 
premier retail shopping and dining. The Icon 
Collection amenities include complimentary 
parking, fresh flowers and a welcome amenity 
from the culinary staff as well as the invitation to 
enjoy the “Pink Lady’s” renowned dining options, 
array of nearby activities and mesmerizing ocean 
views, and personalized and intuitive service is as 
dependable as the exquisite accommodations.  




